Sony
WF1000XM3
Wireless Noise
Cancelling InEar
Headphones Silver
Listen to all your favourite music anywhere you are by
boosting your listening experience with the help of Sony
WF1000XM3 Wireless Noise Cancelling In-Ear
Headphones. With its ergonomic and user-friendly
design, it will provide you with comfort and enjoyment
that can keep up with you all day without any cords to
hold you back. Key Features Dual Noise Sensor
Technology: You can get yourself immersed in whatever
you’re listening to thanks to its one feed-forward and
one feed-back dual microphones. It is powered by HD
Noise Cancelling Processor QN1e that cancels more
noise but uses less power. High-Quality Sound:
Equipped with a tiny but powerful 6 mm driver unit that
contributes a range of frequencies to give you
exceptional sound quality. Stable and Reliable
Connection: The preloaded Bluetooth® chip and
augmented antenna deliver sound to both sides at the
same time while ensuring a stable connection for your
premium listening. Ergonomic Tri-Hold Structure:
Thanks to its secure and comfortable design that has a
high-friction rubber surface, it stays in contact with your
ear’s three different points to make the earbuds stay still
while giving you the utmost comfort you need. Perfect
Fit: You can find your perfect fit and have the most of
your listening experience with the included three sizes

of earbuds and four sizes of long hybrid silicone rubber
earbuds. Battery Life: You can enjoy and keep the
music going for up to 6 hours on a single full charge and
get 3x more hours added thanks to the charging case.
With the noise-cancelling turned off, you can get 8
hours of playback and get a total of 32 hours added
thanks to the charging case. For a 10-minute quick
charge, you can have 90 minutes of playback. Quick
Attention: Personalise your tap commands for more
convenience when controlling your earbuds. Adaptive
Sound Control: It has a smart function that automatically
adjusts sound settings to suit your environment and
your activity. You can customise it on the Sony |
Headphones Connect app. Voice Assistant-Enabled: It
lets you connect to your voice assistants Alexa, Google
Assistant, or Siri to have quick access to your
smartphone with just one touch.

Features
All Product Details

Brand
Product
Type

Sony
Earphones

Headphones & Portable Speakers

Frequency
Response

20Hz - 20,000Hz

Dimensions

Product
Weight

8.5g each

Warranty

Manufacturers

12 Months
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